ON A FAMILY OF LIE ALGEBRAS OF
CHARACTERISTIC p
BY

S. A. JENNINGS AND RIMHAK REE(i)
Introduction. We study a family of Lie algebras of characteristic p which
are defined as subalgebras of the derivation algebra of the group algebra of an
elementary p-group. In particular we show that simple Lie algebras of dimensions m(p" —l), mpn, p" —2, where m and ra are arbitrary integers such that
1 ^m<n,
and where p>2 only for the dimensions pn and pn —2, are associ-

ated with this family. The algebras studied by M. S. Frank [2] are included
in our family, but those of dimension m(pn —l) in general
Since this paper was written, the paper of A. A. Albert
[l] has been published. The relation between the algebras
those in this paper will be mentioned
in §9, although it

appear to be new.
and M. S. Frank
studied in [l] and
is not thoroughly

clarified yet.
1. Definition of the family %. Let <$be an algebraically
acteristic
type (p,P,

p>0,

and 21 the group algebra

closed field of charover $ of an abelian group ® of

■ ■ • , p) and order pn. Let D0, • • • , Dm be derivations(2)

of SI such

that Di o Dj = 0 for all i, j, and let a0, ■ • ■ , am£2t be such that

(1.0.1)

Diaj = Djai

(i, j - 0, 1, • • • , m).

Consider the set 2 = 2(Dit ai) of all derivations of the form D=fBD0+
+fmDm, where/,■£21

we see easily that

satisfy

Y^tft^

£ is a subalgebra

Yaifi-

By an elementary

of the derivation

•••

computation,

algebra(2)

of SI. (The

case when m + l=n,
ao= • • • =am = 0, Di = d/dgi, where go, • • • , gm is a
set of independent
generators of the group ©, was considered by M. S. Frank

[2], and the case m + 1 =«, a<=l, Di = d/dgt, by A. A. Albert and M. S. Frank
[!]•)
In this paper, we study the family
Dm satisfy the following conditions:

g of algebras

%(Dit ai), where T?0, • • • ,
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(') This paper was written during the summer of 1955 while the first author was a member
of the Summer Research Institute of the Canadian Mathematical
Congress and the second
under grant G489 from the National Research Council of Canada. The authors wish to express their gratitude to both of these organizations.
(2) By a derivation D of an algebra 31over a field <£we mean a linear mapping of 21,regarded
as a vector space over <S>,
into itself such that D(fg) = (Df)g+f(Dg) for all /, g in 21. If Dx, D2
are derivations of 21, then Di o Di. = ~D\T>t
—T>J)\ is easily seen to be a derivation of 21. The
totality of derivations
of 21 forms a Lie algebra over * with the ordinary
multiplication o . It is called the derivation algebra of 21.
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(1.0.2)

DiO Dj = 0 ior alii, j;

(1.0.3)

YfiDi = 0, where/<G2l,implies/, = 0 for all i;

(1.0.4)

Dif = 0 ior alii implies /£$;

(1.0.5)

If/SSI is such that 7J>,/= X,/, where X,G$, for all i, then/ = 0 or/
is a unit in SI.

The elements a0, ■ ■ • , am of 21will be always assumed to be chosen such that
(1.0.1) is satisfied. An ordered set (Do, • • • , Dm) of derivations
of §1 will be
called a semi-system if (1.0.2)-(1.0.4)
are satisfied, and a system if (1.0.2)(1.0.5) are satisfied(3). Since we fix m>0 throughout this paper, a semi-system or a system (7>0, • • • , Dm) will usually be denoted by the notation (Di).
It is shown in [4] that m <n must hold for a system. The following lemma is
also shown in [4 ]:
Lemma 1.1. For a system (Di), iff and a* £21 are such that Dif = atffor

all

i, thenf = 0 or f is a unit in 21.
2. Equivalent

systems.

Two semi-systems

(D,) and (D[) are said to be

equivalent if there exist c,y£2I such that
m

(2.0.1)

DI = YcisDs
«=o

for i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , m, and such that det (cy) is a unit in 21. From the properties

(1.0.2)-(1.0.3) for (7J>/)it follows easily that
(2.0.2)

D(cjk = Djcik

for all i, j, and k.
Lemma 2.1. A semi-system equivalent to a system is a system.
Proof. Let (£>,■)be a semi-system

equivalent

to a system (Di),

and let the

relation (2.0.1) hold. Suppose/6E2I and X.G^ are such that 7>,/ = X,/for all i.
Then (2.0.1) yields D[f= (Y* c,»X,)/for all i. Then from Lemma 1.1 it follows
that/=0
or/is a unit in 21. Therefore (Di) is a system.
Let (77>.)and (Di) be equivalent systems related by (2.0.1). Let (c,y)_1

= (c'v).Then 77),=YcuD>'>and YfiDi= YfiDi, where// = Ysf.c^. It may
be readily verified that Y^ifi = Ya4i ^ an<i only 'f Y^if' = Ya'fi <
where
(2.2.1)

ai = Y (««cfs - Dscis),

' = 0, 1, • • • , m.

a

Thus we may state
(3) Semi-system and system in this paper may be called in the language of [4] "orthogonal
system satisfying (1.0.4)" and "orthogonal system satisfying (1.0.4)—(1.0.5)," respectively.
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Theorem 2.2. If the system (T>[) is given by (2.0.1), then £(T>,-, ai)
= 2(D{, al), where a' are given by (2.2.1).
The following lemma is useful in changing

the formula

(2.2.1).

Lemma 2.3. Let (Di) be a system, and let a,y£2l be such that Diajk=Dja,kfor
all i, j, k =0, 1, • • • , m. Let dij be the cofactor of aji in the determinant of the

(m + l)X(m + l) matrix (at-y). Then YT-o Dsais = 0 for all i.
Proof. For simplicity

we assume that i = 0. The other cases may be proved

similarly. Since
det (at,)

where

= Y

e(s0sx • • • sm) denotes

e($oSx • • ■ sm)a,^a,tx

■ • ■ aSmm,

+1 if the permutation

„-f V0 SiI....V
■ • • Sm/
is even,

—1 if 7r is odd, therefore
ao» = 2-/

e(ssi ' ' ' Sm)ani

• • • a,mm,

where the summation Y' runs over all permutations
Ds is a derivation,
we have

ir such that s0 = s. Since

YD^Os
=

Y

e(«i

* ' • s>») [(D,aaix)a.2t

where the summation

• • ■ aSmm +

aslx(DeaSii)

■ • ■ a,mm +•••],

on the right runs over all permutations

/o i-»\
\J

By hypothesis
terms

e(ssi

DsaSli = DSlasi. Since

■ ■ ■ sm)(Daa3ri)a,,2

cancel each other.

Similarly

Sx • • • sm/

e(ssi • ■ ■ sm)= —e(sis ■ ■ ■ sm), the

• ■ ■ aSmm and

e(sxs ■ ■ ■ sm)(DSiasx)as,2

all the other terms are divided

two

■ ■ ■ aSnm

into such pairs.

Thus we see that 2-^«5o» = 0. Similarly J^TJJ.a,-,=0 f°r a^ *• Thus Lemma 2.3
is proved.
Using Lemma 2.3, we can change (2.2.1) into a more convenient form.
We set a,'y = Cy. Then the formula corresponding
to (2.0.2) shows that a,y
satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.3. Let/ = det (c'v). Then a,y=/c,-y. Hence by

Theorem 2.2 we have Y> D>(fci*)=0 for all *. Therefore/^Z),c,-,+
= 0, and we obtain

(2.3.1)

Y D.a. + Y cu(t'DBf) = 0.

From (2.3.1) and (2.2.1) we see that

(2.3.2)

ai = Y Ci.(a.+ t'D.f),
fl

f = det (*y)-\ for all i.

Yct>Dif
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3. Principal systems. A system (Di) is called principal il DJE& tor all i
implies/G$.
Elements gi, • • • , g„£2I are said to form a set of principal gener-

ators of 31if gf = 1 for alHand

if the p" elements g"1 ■ ■ • g"n, where 0^M,<p,

g?= 1, form a basis of 21 over $. The following Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are proved

in [4].
Lemma 3.1. Any system is equivalent to a principal

system.

Lemma 3.2. For any principal system (Di), there exists a set of principal
generators gi, ■ ■ • , g„ of 21 such that
n

(3.2.1)

Di=Y<*uG*
«—i

for all i, where atjE$ and where Gi = gid/dgi are derivations of 21 such that
Gigj = Oijgifor all i,j and 8# is the Kronecker delta. The principal generators (gi)
will be said to belong to the principal system (Di).
From

(1.0.3)-(1.0.4)

we see easily

that

the a,y in (3.2.1)

must

satisfy

(3.2.2)-(3.2.3) below:
(3.2.2)

If Mi, • • • , u„ are integers such that Y

«»««« = 0 for all i, then

ut = 0 (mod p) for all i;
m

(3.2.3)

If £0, ■• • Am E * are such that Y £»a" = 0 f°r a^ *"itnen £»' = 0
«-o

for all i.
Conversely if elements atjE$ satisfy (3.2.2)—(3.2.3) and if Dt are defined
by (3.2.1) with an arbitrary
set of principal generators gi, ■ ■ • , gn of 21, then
(£>,•) is a system, as is proved in §9 of [4]. We shall now show that the system

(Di) is principal. Let 7) ,/£<!> for all i, where/= X/y«g"> 7uE$- Then yu(efu)
= 0 for all u^O and i, and hence by (3.2.4) we have7„ = 0 for all u?*0. Therefore /G$, and hence (77>,)is shown to be principal.
For any integers m and n such that 0^=m<n, there exist «,,£<!> such that
(3.2.2)-(3.2.3)
hold, since $ is assumed to be algebraically
closed and hence
infinite.
Suppose that the system (Di) is given by (3.2.1). Consider the (m + l)dimensional vector space 9? over $ consisting of all (w + l)-tuplesx = (£0, • • •,
i>), &£$, and also the M-dimensional vector space 3? over <f>consisting of all
M-tuples u = (mi, • • • , un), UiE$- Let 33 be the subset of 33 consisting of all u
such that UiEGF(p)E$
for i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Define a bilinear function x-u,
where x£S)?, m£33, with values in $ by setting x-u= Yi,i%iaaui- Then (3.2.2)
and (3.2.3) are equivalent to (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), below, respectively:
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(3.2.4)

If x-u = 0 for all x E SRand if u E 25then u = 0;

(3.2.5)

x ■u = 0 for all u E 25 implies x = 0.

Suppose now that gi, ■ • ■ , gn are principal generators
belonging to the
principal system (Di). For u = (ui, • • • , un)E25 we shall write g" = gxl ■ • -gZnLet e.GSR be a vector whose (T+l)th component is 1 and whose other components are all 0. Then T?,g"= (ei-u)gu, and, more generally,

(3.2.6)

(ioA) +-1-

ZmDm)gu= (*•«)«", where x = ({«, ■• • , km) E SR.

The notations introduced in this section will be preserved in what follows.
4. Type and dimension of S. For a derivation D and an element a E 21 we
define a linear mapping D—a of 31, regarded as a vector space over <E>,
into
itself by (D—a)f=Df—af.
Then the condition D.-a-y= Pya,- is equivalent to
saying that the linear mappings T?, —a, and Dy —ay are commutative.
Therefore, if S = S(T?,; a,)£5.
then there exist a nonzero element Z>£31 and a.G^

such that

(4.0.1)

(Di - ai)b = cab

for all i'.b will be called a proper element of (£>,-;a<) and (ao, • • • , ctm) proper

root belonging to b.
Lemma 4.1. If (Di) is a principal system and if b is a proper element oi
(D^, ai), then b is a unit in SI and all the other proper elements of (Di; ai) are,
up to a constant factor, of the form bgu, where gx, ■ ■ ■ , gnis any fixed set of principal generators of 31belonging to (Di) and where u runs over 2?. If (a0, ■ • • , am)
is the proper root belonging to b, then
proper root belonging to bgu.

(aa — (e0-u),

Proof. The fact that &is a unit follows immediately

■ ■ ■ , am — (em-u))

is the

from Lemma 1.1, since

Dtb= (tti—ai)b for all i.
Let Dib' = (ai-a! )b' for all *. Then Di(b~lV) = (a{-a< )b~lb'. We may suppose

that

b~1b'=

Yv£%

"Yug", where

7„G*.

Then

(et-u)yu

= («;—«/)yu

for

all i. Therefore if 7U?^0 then e,-« = «,- —a/ for all i. Furthermore,
if 7U'5^0
then ei-u = ai—al =ei-u', and hence (e,--« —m')=0 for all i. Hence we have
u = u'. Therefore, any proper element of (Di; ai) is, up to a constant factor,
of the form bgu, and the proper root belonging to bgu is (a0— (e0-u), • ■ ■ ,
am — (em-u)).

It is easily seen that bgu is a proper element

of (Dt; ai) for any w£25. Thus

Lemma 4.1 is proved.
By Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1, every %Er5 can be expressed as 8 = £(T>j;
ai) with some principal system (Di). If there exists a proper element b of
(Di; ai) such that the proper root belonging to b is zero, i.e. a, = 0 for all i,
then we shall say that 2 is of type I. Otherwise, 8 is said to be of type II. We
will show that the above definition of the type of 2 = 2(D{; ai) is independent
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of the principal system (77>,)used to form 8. This will be done by computing
the dimension of 8 over $ as follows.
Let b be a proper element of 8 = 8(77>;; ai) and let (a0, • • • , am) he the
proper root belonging to b. Since & is a unit in 21, every element 7>£8 can be
written in the form 7>= &£/;7?,-, with/,£2I.
An elementary
computation
shows that the condition YDi(bfi) = YaMi 's equivalent to £7>,/; = Ya<fiHence we have 8(77,; ai) = *>8(7?,-;ai) where &8= {&7)|i7>£8}. In particular,
dim 8(7);; a,)=dim
8(7>;; ai). Suppose now that (Di) is a principal system
and the gi, • • • , gn form a set of principal generators belonging to (77;).
Consider 7)= £/;7>;£8(7);;
ai). We may write /,= Y^e® <t>i.ugu, where
<j>i,uE^- Then the condition Y^if% = Ya*fi1S easily seen to be equivalent to

Y (ei-u)4>i,u= Y otibi.u
i
i

We set Du=g"Yi

4>i.uDi.Then D=YD»,

(for all u).

A<£8(77),-;ai). Thus the vector

space 8(7),-; at) over $ is a direct sum of the vector spaces 8U, m£33, where
8« consists of elements of the form gvYi £&» £<©!?• Now g"££;7);£8u
if

and only if

(4.2.1)

£(*■«)&= Y «.£.■•
i
i

Suppose that 8 = 8(7);; ai) is of type I. Then we may assume «; = 0 for all i.

From (3.2.4) and (4.2.1) it follows easily that dim 2u = m for m^O and that
dim 2o = fn + l- Hence dim 2 = mpn + l.
Suppose that 8 = 8(7);; ai) is of type II. By (3.2.5), we may set a, = e,-/fe,
where ££33. Then by Lemma 4.1 we see that

(4.2.2)

((e0-k - u), ■■ ■ , (em-k-

»)) ■* 0

for all m£33. Now (4.2.1) can be expressed in the form (x-k—u) =0, where
* = (£>, • • • , km). Therefore,
because of (4.2.2), we have dim 8« = w for all
m£33. Hence dim %= mpn. Thus we have proved

Theorem 4.2. If 2 is of type I, then dim 2 = mpn+l. If 2 is of type II, then
dim 2=mpn.
5. Another

characterization

of %. Let 8=8(77;;

0;)£g

be defined by a

principal system (Di). Let &be a proper element, and (a0, • • • , am) the proper
root belonging to b. We set a; = etyfe, ££33, as before. (If L is of type I, then,
by Lemma 4.1, we may take k in 33(4).) It was shown in the course of the proof
of Theorem 4.2 that 8 is spanned by the elements of the form *>g"(££;7>;),

where (x-u-k)=0,

x=(£0, ■ ■ • , £»)•

Introduce the symbol (x, u)=bgu(Y%*Di). Then:
(4) The idea of considering the case k^O for algebras of type I will become clear when the
reader reaches §7.
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(x», u), where (xu-u

— k) = 0

for all uE 25;
(5.0.2)

Y (*«>u) = Y (y»>u) ^ and only if xu = yu for all u E 25;

(5.0.3)

x£(xu,

u) = £(Xxu,

ra)ifXG

$;

(5.0.4) Y (**.M)+ zZ (?«.«) = Y (x*+ y«,m);
(5.0.5)

(x, u) o (y, v) = Y Pw((x-v + w)y — (y-u + w)x, u + v + w).

The coefficients p\, in (5.0.5) are those in the representation
b= Yv>e® fiwgw.
Note that YP™^® since & is a unit in 31. Note also that (x-u —k) = (y-v —k)
= 0 implies (((x-v+w)y —(y-u+w)x)
■(u+v+w —k)) =0. Conversely
if we
start with a bilinear function x-u, x£SR, w£25, satisfying (3.2.4)-(3.2.5),
an
element kE$$, and arbitrary elements p\£<l>, then by (5.0.1)-(5.0.5)
we can
define an algebra 8 over <&.It can be easily verified that the multiplication
o
is skew-symmetric
and satisfies the Jacobi-identity.
Therefore 8 is a Lie
algebra. If Yv>E% fiw^O then 8 is isomorphic to an algebra in g- This can be
seen as follows: Let gx, • ■ ■ , gn be a set of principal generators of 31. We define
linear mappings £>,-, O^i^m,
by Digu= (ei-u)gu. It is easily verified that Di
are derivations
of 31 and that (TJ>0,• • • , Dm) is a system. If b= Yv>&& fiwgw,

then YPwT^O implies that 6 is a unit in 31.Set ai = b~1Dib+e,k

for all i. Then

D{aj = Djai, and we have 8~8(TJ>,-; ai), where (x, u) corresponds

to bguY^J->i,

% = (So, ' ' ' , Km).

In the above formulation (5.0.1)-(5.0.5), 8 is of type I if and only if there
exists k' E25 such that x ■k = x ■k' for all xESR.
Suppose

that 8 is of type I. Then we may assume £(E25. Consider

the first

derived algebra 8' of 8. In the right hand side of (5.0.5), if u+v+w = k, then
for xE%u and yG8„, (x-v+w) = —(x-u— k) =0, (y-u + w) = —(y-v —k) =0.
Therefore,

Theorem

if Y(xu,

u) £8'

then xk = 0. Thus we have proved

5.1. If the algebra 2E% is of type I, then 8' is contained, as an

ideal, in the subalgebra of 8 consisting of all Y(x", U)E% such that Xk= 0. In
particular, dim 2'^m(p" —l).
Consider

now the special case where m = l, 0?^££25,

W9^0. If 8 is of type I, and if Y(x", «)£8'
(5.2.1)

/30= 1, /8m= 0 for all

then xk = 0, so that (5.0.5) becomes

(x, u) o (y, v) = ((x-v)y — (yu)x,

u + v).

Suppose u+v = 2k. Then (x-u—k) = (y-u —k) =0. Therefore, if u^k,

x^0,

then y=Xx with XG^ since m = l. Hence
(x-v)y — (y-u)x

= \(x-v)x

— \(x-u)x

= 0.

Thus we see that if Y(xu< «)£8",
the second derived algebra of 8, then
Xk=X2k = 0. In other words, 8" is contained, as an ideal, in the subalgebra con-
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sisting of all Y(x«< m)£8 such that xk = x2k = 0. In particular,
dim 8"^pn —2.
Later we shall see that 8" is simple and of dimension pn —2, provided p^-2.
6. Reduction theorems. We define a subfamily gc of % as follows: 8£5«
if and only if there exists a principal system (7),) and elements X;£<I? such that
8 = 8(7),-; X,). As we shall see later, algebras in %c can be discussed fairly easily.
It is an open question whether $ = %c or not.

Theorem
8£3C

6.1. Let 8 =8(7),-; ai) be defined by a principal system (D,). Then

*/ and only if there exists Co, • • • , cm£2l and Xo, • ■ • , Xm£$

such that

f = det (bij+DiCj) is a unit in 21and such that

(6.1.1)

ai = - f-Wif + Di( Y X.c.)+ h for all i = 0, ■■■, m.

For the proof of Theorem

6.1 we need the following

Lemma 6.2. Suppose (Di) is a principal

system. If ho, ■ • • , "*m£2I are such

that Dihj = Djhifor all i, j, then there exist h £21 and y0, ■ ■ ■, ymE$ such that

hi = Dih+yifor all i.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let gi, • • ■ , gn be a set of principal

generators

of 21

belonging to (Di), and let ht= Y"£® V™gu,*?iu£*. Then Dihj = Dfhi implies
(e(-u)vjU = (ej-u)r]iu tor all m£33. From (3.2.4) we have ((e0-u), • • • , (em-u))
9^0 if Mt^O. Hence there exists pu £<J>, for all m=^0, such that ?7;u= (e;-M)pu for

all i. Put h= £„eiB Pugu, Ji = Vio-Then A,=7),7j+7;
Proof of Theorem

for all i, as required.

6.1. Suppose 8£ Bv Then there exist a principal

system

(Di) equivalent to (Di) and a X,£* such that 8 = 8(77)/; X<). Let (D{) and
(Df) be related as in (2.0.1). Then (2.3.2) yields

(6.1.2)

\i = Y ct.(a. + f-WJ),

By a formula corresponding

/ = det (ciS).

to (2.0.2) and Lemma 6.2, we see that there exist

c,£2I and 7;j£€> such that

(6.1.3)
where 7,7 are uniquely

c'ij = DtCj + y^,
determined

i, j = 0, • • • , m,

by c'l},since (Di) is principal.

We shall show

that det (7,7)^0. Suppose %iE$ are such that Y?-o 7i.£« = 0 for all i. Then
(6.1.3) yields Y« ci?. = 77,-c,where c= Y> c»£«>
and hence 77/e = £,•£$ for all i.
Since (Di) is principal, we have c£$, and hence £,-= 0 for all i. Thus det (7,7)
?*0 is proved._Let
(y'tJ) be the inverse matrix of (7,7), and let X;= Y> T<«XS,

et■,—
Y> C7si,/ = det (DiSj+bij), 7 = de_t(7,7). Then f=fy, and from (6.1.2)
and (6.1.3) we have easily d;= —/-17);/+77>;(£xsc,)+A;
Suppose conversely,

for all i.

that there exist c,£2I and X;£<E>such that/

= det (77>;C;

+ 5;y) is a unit in 21 and such that (6.1.1) holds. We set Cy=27,Cy+8,y, (c,y)
= (c«)_1, Di = Y> CuD,. First, we shall show that (Di) is a system. Since
(D{) is already a system, by Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to show that Di o Dj

= 0 for all i, j. Since 77,-= Y> c'nP'* for all i, we have
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0 = DioDj=Y (ci.D'.c'ji)D't
- Y (c'itD'tcM+ Y ^/.(D.'o D,')
1,1

i.t

«,<

= Y [(Dic'ji)D't- (Djc'ii)D't]+YcuCjt(D',oD't).
t

s.t

Now Dic'jt= Djc'u for all *, j, t, so that Y:* cLcjt(P>i° T>/)=0 for all i, j.
Finally since det (c'v) is a unit in SI, we have DI oD,'=0
for all.? and t. Thus
(D-) is proved to be a system. We shall show that (Di) is principal. Suppose

£>//=£,£*

for all i. Then D(= Y* c'isDi implies £»,(/- £$.c.) =&£*

i. Since (T?t) is principal

for all

we have /— Y%>c>&®> %i—0 for all i, and hence

/£<£. Thus (D/) is a principal system. The fact that 8 = 8(T>/ ; X,) follows
easily from (6.1.1) and (2.3.2), and Theorem 6.1 is proved.
Define a subfamily %0 of $c as follows: 8GSo if and only
principal system (Di) such that 8 = 8CD,-; 0). Clearly every
of type I. Later we shall show that the first derived algebras
simple for any prime p>0. The following theorem may be

if there exists a
algebra in go is
8' of 8 in g0 are
proved just like

Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.3. Let 8 = 8(F>,; ai) be defined by a principal system (Dt). Then
8£r5o if and only if there exist c0, ■ • • , cm£3l such thatf = det (T>,-cy+S,-y)is a

unit in 31and such that a<= —f~1Diffor all i.
Let (Di) be a principal system, and (gx, • • ■ , gn) a set of principal generators belonging to (Di). For convenience an element #£31 will be called
"unitary" with respect to (Di) if 770in the expression h= 2Z«gSB V<*gu,VuE$, is
not zero. This property does not depend on the choice of principal generators

belonging to (Di).
Corollary
6.4. Let (Di) be a principal system, and let f be a unit in SI
which is unitary with respect to (Di). Then 8(T?,-; —/-1-D<f)£r5oProof. In view of Theorem 6.3 it is sufficient to show that there exist
Co, ■ ■ ■ , cm£3l such that/=7
det (ZVy+Sy) with a nonzero element 7 in $.

It was proved in §9 of [4] that for any principal system (Di), there exist
elements a,E^ such that the derivation D= 5^a,T),- satisfy the condition:

(6.4.1)
Let

Dh = 0 implies h E *.

(gx, • ■ ■ , gn) be a set of principal

Dg" = Sug", 5U£$.

Then

generators

(6.4.1) yields

belonging

to (Di), and

5U^0 for all m^O. Now let

/= Y»e® *i»gu' TuG*, where 7o5^0 by hypothesis.

Put c=y0~1Yu*o 7«5u1gu>
Ci= ctiC.Then/ = 7o(l+TJ)c), and we have det (D.-ey+Sy) = 1+ 5^T>,-Cj
= 1+2?c,
and hence/=7o det (DiCy+S.y). Thus Corollary 6.4 is proved.
7. Some lemmas. Algebras in %c are those obtained
= 1 in the characterization
(5.0.1)-(5.0.5),
and will be
tion and the one following. For our purposes, however,
to consider the algebra 8 which is defined as follows:

by setting
considered
it is more
Assuming

b = YPwg"
in this secconvenient
always that
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j80= l, j8„=0 for w;*0 in (5.0.1)-(5.0.5), then
(i) if 8 £& is of type II, then we set 8 = 8;
(ii) if 8 £ ^c is of type I and if either m > 1 or k = 0, then we set 8 to be the

algebra consisting of all Y(x^, «)£8

such that xk = 0;

(iii) if 8 £ gc is of type I, if m = 1, and itk^O, then we set 8 to be the algebra consisting of all Y(xu, m)£8 such that xk = x2k= 0.
We shall assume p^2 in case (iii) and also in case (i) if m = l. With this
assumption we shall prove that 8 is simple. Then we see from the result in
§5 that 8 in case (i), 8' in case (ii), and 8" in case (iii) are simple and of dimensions mpn, m(pn — l), and pn —2, respectively.
In this section we shall prepare

for the proof of the simplicity of 8.
Lemma 7.1. If nonzero elements u,vin%
are such that xu = 0, where x£9t,
implies x-v = 0, and vice versa, then there exists a nonzero Xs^O in <£ such that

x-u=\x-v
Proof.

for all x£9t\
There

exist

a,7£<I> such

that

x-u=Y?=oY"-i

£iaaui,

where

x = (£o, • • • , if™),u = («!, ■ • • , un). Set p\ = Yi aHui, 7i ~ Yi aif>i- Then our
hypothesis implies that £0p\>+ • • • +£m/3m= 0 if and only if £0Yo+ • • ■ +£m7m
= 0. Therefore, there exists a nonzero X£<f> such that p\=X7, for all i, so that

x-u=\x-v

for all x£9t.

An element (x, m)£8 will be called a u-term or simply a term. Let 3 be a
nonzero ideal of 8, and let A = Ytt-i (*•> M«)>where x.-^O, i = l, • • • , r,
and where «i, • • • , ur are distinct, be a nonzero element in 3 such that the
number r of nonzero terms is as small as possible. Such an element A will be
called a minimal element in 3f.

Lemma 7.2. Suppose k^O. If A = Y(xi, M«)*•*a minimal element in an ideal
3^0, then, for any distinct i and j^r there exists a nonzero X£$ such that

x-(Uj —ut) =\x-kfor
Proof.

all xEVt.

By Lemma

7.1, it is sufficient

to show

y-(u( —Uj) =0. Consider A'=A o (y, 0) = Yt-i

that

y-k = 0 implies

((y •«<)*<>**<)•Since A'£3,

A' — (y- Uj)A is also in 3 and has less than r nonzero terms. Hence A' = (y-uf) A,

from which it follows that (y■ui)Xi— (y ■Uj)xt = 0. Therefore y• («,—My)=0.

Lemma 7.3. Suppose k = 0. If A = Y(xi, M<)*5 a minimal element in 3,
then, for any i and j, there exists a nonzero X£$

such that x-Ut=\x-Ujfor

all

xERProof. By Lemma 7.1, it is sufficient to show that y-Mi = 0 if and only if

y-M; = 0. Let y-Mi = 0. Then A'=A o (y, —mi)£3, and A' contains less than
r terms, so that .4' = 0. Therefore

(7.3.1)

(xi-ui)y + (yui)Xi = 0

for all i. Since x,-m; = 0, (7.3.1) yields (xt■mi)(y■ui) = 0. Suppose y-M.-^O.
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Then xiw1 = 0, and hence (7.3.1) yields y-ra, = 0, a contradiction.
y-ut = 0, and Lemma 7.3 is proved.
Lemma 7.4. If A= Y(xt,
any i^j.

M<)*5 a minimal element in 3, then x,-wy = 0 for

Proof. Since A o (x^ ui) contains
o (xi, ui) = 0 for any i and j. Hence
(7.4.1)

Therefore

Thus

less than

r terms,

we have

(xj, Wy)

(xi-Uf)xj — (xj-ui)Xi = 0.

(xi-uJ)(xj-u])

—(xj-ui)(xi-u1)=0.

Suppose

x.-My^O. Then

(7.4.1)

yields
(7.4.2)

Xj-(uj - ui) = 0.

If k = 0 then Lemma 7.4 follows immediately from Lemma 7.3. Hence we
assume k^O. Then by Lemma 7.2 there exists X?^0 such that Xj-(uj —ui)
= \xj-k. Therefore (7.4.2) gives Xj-k = 0, and hence Xj-Uj = 0. Then by (7.4.2)
we have xyw, = 0. But then (7.4.1) yields x,-wy = 0, since xyj^O. This is a contradiction, and Lemma 7.4 is proved.
Lemma 7.5. If r > 1 for a minimal element in 3, then 3 contains a minimal
element Y(xt> M»)su°h that UxT^O,u2y^0.
Proof. If k = 0, then every u^O,

and hence the lemma is clear. Suppose

that kr^O, Uxt^O, u2 = 0. Since x2?*0, there exists d£25 such that x2-z>^0. If
Ux+v = 0 then

x2-v= —x2-Ux= 0 by Lemma

7.4, which is a contradiction.

Hence
(7.5.1)

Ux+V9^0,

v ?± 0.

There exists a nonzero element y£SR such that y-(v —k)=0.
Consider
A' = A o (y, v)E3- Then A'= Y(xi > M<) contains a term ((x2-v)y, v)t±0.
Therefore A' is a minimal element, and u{ =Ui+vf£0,
ui =v^0 by (7.5.1).

Lemma 7.6. Suppose m~>l. If A = Y(xi,

M>)^s a minimal element in $, and

if Ui^O for some i, then Xjk = 0 for allj^i.
Proof. The subspace
dimension m>l. Hence
pendent. The element
terms. Hence A' = 0,
— (y-Uj)xj = 0 for J9*i.

SR' of SRconsisting of all x' such that x'-u{ = 0 is of
there exists yER' such thaty and xyare linearly indeA'=A o (y, k—ui) is in 3 and contains less than r
and we have (xj, ui) o (y, k —ui) = (xj-(k —ui))y
Since y and xy are linearly independent,
we have

Xj-(k —ui)=0. Then, by Lemma 7.4, we have Xj-k = 0, as required.

Lemma 7.7. Suppose m = l, p>2, ky^O. If Ya-i (*«>m<)*'5a minimal element in 3 9^0, and if r > 1, then Xik = 0 for all i.
Proof. We may assume i = l. We have Xi-(ui —k)=0,

and Xi-«2 = 0 by
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Lemma 7.4. Hence Xi- (ui —u2 —k) =0. On the other hand, there exists a non-

zero X£$ such that
(7.7.1)

x-(ui — u2) = Xx-k

ior all x£3£. By setting x=xi in (7.7.1), we have (X—l)xi-&=0.

If X^l then

Xi-fc = 0, as required. Suppose X = l. Then by (7.7.1) we have x-(ui —u2)
= xk for all x£3i. Therefore 8 is of type 7, and we may assume Ui —u2 = k.
Hence m2^0, and we have x2- (u2 + k) =0, x2- (u2 —k) =0. Since p9£2, we have
x2-u2 = x2-k = 0. By Lemma 7.4, Xi-u2 = 0. Now the subspace 91' consisting of
all x' such that x'-m2 = 0 is of dimension m = l, since 0^m2£33. Hence Xi=px2
with some p£$. Then Xi-k=fxx2-k = 0, as required.
Lemma 7.8. If A = 2"-i

(xit ui), X;?^0, is a minimal element in a nonzero

ideal 3 in 8, where p is assumed 9*2 if both of k 9*0 and m = l hold, then r —1.
Proof. Suppose r>l. We shall derive a contradiction.
First consider the case k9*0. By Lemma 7.5, we may assume that Ui9*0,

m2t^0. Then,
i=l,

by Lemmas

7.6 and 7.7, we have x,-m; = x,-& = 0 for all

• ■ • , r. Since Xi?*0, there exists an element

z>£33 with Xi-V9*0. Then

Xi-(v —k)9*0, since Xi-jfe= 0. The subspaces dt'= {x'\x'-(v —k) =0} and
91" = {x"|x"-£ = o} are both of dimension m. Since xi£9t\ Xi£9t" we have

9tV3T. Let y£9T, y£9t:". Then y (v-k) =0, yk^O, and also ut+v9*0 for
all i. Since
(7.8.1)

A' = A o (y, v) = Y ((xi-v)y - (yui)xf, u{ + v)

is a minimal

—(y-ui)(Xi-k)=0

element,

by

Lemmas

7.6 and

7.7, we have

(x,-•v) (y ■k)

ior all i. Since Xik = 0, y-k9*0, we have xf-v = 0 for all

t = l, • • • , r, a contradiction.
Therefore r = l, as required.
Next consider the case k = 0. Choose t>£33, as before, such that Xi-V9*0,

and y£9£

such that yv = 0, y-Ui9*0. Consider A' given by (7.8.1). By

Lemma 7.4, we have (xi-v)y —(y-ui)xi) -(m.+h) =0 for all i, and hence
(xi-v)(y-ui) = (y-Ui)(xi-v), which yields y-(ut —ui) =0, since Xi-jj^0. By
Lemma 7.3, there exists a nonzero X£<J? such that y-M,=Xy-Mi. Then

(X—l)(y-ui) =0. Since y-Mi^O, X = l. Then x-m, = x-Mi for all x£9i,

and

hence u( = Ui, r = l. Thus Lemma 7.8 is proved.
In the following, we shall denote by 9i(m), where m£33, the subspace
9J' = {x' | x' •m = 0} of R, provided there exists at least one element x £9J such
that x-m^O. Note that dt(u), ii it exists, is always of dimension m. If 8 is of

type II and if m£33 then by (4.2.2) there exists x£9t such that x- (u —k) 9*0,
and hence we can always define 9?(m—k).

Lemma 7.9. 7/0^(x, m)£3, an ideal of 2, andifxE$l(v-k),

x£9i(i'-2&),

then all v-terms are contained in 3-

Proof. Since x£9t(n —2k), we have v—u9*k. Let yu • • • , ym be a basis
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of SR(z>
—u— k). Then (zf, v) = (x, u) o (y,-, v —w)£3.
where zt=(x-v —u)y,
— (y(-u)x. It is sufficient to show that Zx, ■ • • ,zm are linearly independent.

Suppose 2^XiZ<= 0 with Xj£$. Then

(7.9.1)

(x-v - u) Y^iVi-

( 2x<yr«)* = 0.

Since y,£SR(z>—u —k), (7.9.1) yields (Y^iyi'u)(x'v~

(x-z/-tt-£)
= 0, because

= (x-i/-2&)^0.

u— k) =0. However,

Hence XX3VM = 0. Then (7.9.1) gives XXy<

(x-?; —ra) = (x-v —k)?±0, and since yi, • • • , ym are linearly

inde-

pendent, X,-= 0, * = 1, • • • , m.
Lemma 7.10. If all u-terms are contained in 3 awa" if SR(ra—k) ^SR(f —k),
dt(u—k) 9^di(v —2k), then all v-terms are contained in 3Proof. By Lemma 7.9, it is sufficient to show that there exists x£SR(ra —k)
such that x£SR(z> —k), x£SR(f —2k). Suppose that every x£SR(ra —k) is either

in SR(z>
—k) or in yt(v —2k). Let x,£SR(m —k) be such that x,£SR(» —ik),
i=l, 2. Then Xi£SR(z>
—2k) and x2£SR(z'—k). Then x = Xi+x2£SR(w—ik),
i = l, 2, and x£SR(« —k).

Lemma 7.11. Suppose k¥0. If 0¥(x, 0)£3

and if x-v^O, then all v-terms

are contained in 3. If all 0-terms are contained in 3 and if SR(&)^SR(y) then all
v-terms are contained in 3Proof. Lemma 7.11 follows immediately

from Lemmas 7.9 and 7.10, since

x-k = 0.
Lemma 7.12. Suppose p¥2.

T/0?^x£SR

then there exists ra£25 such that

x£SR(m-£), x£SR(«-2fe).
Proof. If x- (u'—k) =0 for all w'£25, then x-ra' = 0 for all ra'£25, and hence
x = 0. Therefore there exists ra'£25 such that x- (u'-k) ¥0. If x- (u'-2k)¥0,
then w = w' is the required element. Suppose x-(u' —2k)=0. Then x-(u' —k)
= xk¥0.
Hence k¥0 and ra = 0 is the required element of 25, since x-2&5^0

follows from p^2.

Lemma 7.13. Suppose that k¥0 and that p>2 if m = 1. Then all 0-terms are
contained in any ideal 3^0 of 8.
Proof. First consider the case p¥2. By Lemma 7.8 there exists a nonzero
element (x', u') in 3. Since x'?^0, by Lemma 7.12 there exists w£25 such that
x'£SR(w —k), x'E'R(u —2k). Then, by Lemma 7.9, all ra-terms are contained
in 3- Let0^x£SR(w—
k). Then, again by Lemma 7.12, there exists ^£25 such
thatx£SR(i'— ik),i=l,
2. Thus by Lemma 7.9 all v-terms are in 3» and clearly

m(u-k)¥$t(v-k).
¥di(v-k),

Now SR(-fc) =SR(-2fc), since p^2.

we see that either SR(«-&) or dt(v-k)

Since SR(w-&)

is different

from SR(-£)

= SR(—2k). Then by Lemma 7.10 all 0-terms are contained in 3Next consider the case p = 2, m>l.

Let 0¥(x,

«)£3-

Ux-k = 0 then take
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f£33 such that x-V9*0. Hence x ■(v —k) 9*0. Since 9i(&) and fR(v—k) are different and both of dimension m, there exists y£9i(z' —k) such that y£9t(&).
Consider (x', u+v) = (x, m) o (y, v) = ((x-v)y —(y-u)x, u+v). Then (x', u+v)
£3, and x'-k = ((x-v)y —(y-u)x) -k = (x-v)(y-k)9*0.
Therefore we may assume that there exists a nonzero element (x, u) in 3 such that x-k9*0. Let
Xi=x, x2, • • • , xm be a basis of 9J(m —k). Put (y,, 0) = (xi, m) o (x;, m). Then

(y», 0)£3 andy<= (xi-^)x;—(x;-fe)xi. Sincexi-fe^O, the elementsy2, • • • ,ym
form a basis of 9c(m—&)r\9i:(£). Set y2 = y. Then there exists z>£33 such that
y-V9*0. Since y-£ = 0, we havey- (v —k) 9*0. Since dt(k) 9*$t(v —k), there exists
zE^(v-k)
such that zE$t(k).
Now (y, 0) o (z, v) = ((yv)z, i>)£3- Since
y-p^O, we have (z, »)£3- Now z&=^0 implies, as before, that (z', 0)£3
for

any z'E$l(v-k)r\'dt(k).
di(v —k)r\di(k)

We have (y, 0)£3

is of dimension

with yE9t(v-k)f\Vt(k).

m —l, we see that all 0-terms

Since

are contained

in 38. Simplicity of 8- We are now ready to prove the following
Theorem
prime p>0.

8.1. 7/ 8£go,

then the first derived algebra 8' is simple for any

8' is of dimension

m(pn — l), where 1 ^m<n.

Proof. If 8 £ So then 8 belongs to the case(ii) of §7 with k = 0. Therefore,
by Theorem 5.1, it is sufficient to show that 8 is simple for this case.
Let 3 be a nonzero ideal of 8. By Lemma 7.8, 3 contains an element of the
form (x, u)9*0. Since x?*0 there exists u£33 such that x-V9*0. Then by
Lemma 7.9 all p-terms are contained in 3- Now, let nonzero w£33 be such
that x-w = 0. Since x-z^O, we have di(w)9*?lt(v). Hence there exists y£9t(i0
such that y£9t(w)- Since (y, v) is a z/-term, we have (y, z>)£3- Then, by
Lemma 7.9, y£9t(w)
implies that all w-terms are contained in 3- Therefore

3=8, and hence 8 = 8' is simple.
In the following, we shall denote by Si, and Sn> the subfamilies of S
consisting of all algebras of types I and II respectively.
Then So£Si- Let
Si —So be the set-theoretical
difference of Si and SoTheorem
8.2. If m>l then the first derived algebra 8' of any algebra 8 in
S^(Si
—So) is simple and of dimension m(pn — l), where Km<n,
for any
prime p > 0.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 8.1, it is sufficient to show that 8 is
simple for the case (ii) of §7 when k9*0.
Let 3 be a nonzero ideal of 8- By Lemma 7.13, all 0-terms are contained
in 3- Hence by Lemma

7.11, if dt(u)9*dt(k)

then all M-terms are contained

in 3Suppose that 9t(«) = 9t(k), with U9*k, 2k. Then dt(u-k)=dt(u-2k)
= 9c(/fe).Let 0^x£9i(£),
Lemma

xv9*0, ^£33. Then 9t(k)9*9t(v) and hence by

7.11 all n-terms are contained

= x-v9*0. Hence $t(v-k)9*dl(u-k)
M.-terms are contained

in 3-

in 3- We have x-(v —k) =x- (v —2k)

=$t(u-2k).

Then by Lemma 7.10 all
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Suppose now u = 2k¥0. Then p¥2. Choose z/£25 such that SR(z<)
^SR(£).
Then SR(2&—
v)¥dl(k). Therefore by Lemma 7.11 all z/-terms and all 2k—v
terms

are contained

in 3- Let xi, • • ■ , xm be a basis of SR(i>—k), and let

Xx-k¥0. We set (y,-, 2k) = (xi, v) o (xit 2k —v). Then (y,, 2k) £3
ym are linearly

independent.

Hence

(y, 2k)£3

and y2, • • • ,

for any y£SR(f —k)f~\dt(k).

Let 0^y£SR(t> —^)r^SR(^), which is possible since m>l, and let y-v'^0.
Then SR(j/)^SR(£), and as before (y', 2k) £3 for any y'£SR(V-&)_riSR(£).
Since y£SR(z>'— &)P\SR(&), all 2&-terms are contained

in 3- Thus 3=8,

which

proves the simplicity of 8 = 8'.
The following two theorems

may be proved similarly.

Theorem
8.3. Suppose m = l, p>2. Then the second derived algebra 8" of
any algebra 8 in $ef^($Si — So) is simple and of dimension pn —2, where «>1.
Theorem
8.4. Suppose p>2 if nt = l. Then any algebra 8 in %cC\%n is
simple and of dimension mpn, where l^m<n.
9. Remarks.
Let gx, ■ ■ ■ , gn be a set of principal generators
of 31. The
algebra considered
by M. S. Frank
[2] is obtained
as 8 = 8(T>i, • • • , Dn;

o-i, • • ■, a„) by setting Di = d/dgi, ai=

■ • • =a„ = 0. Put Di = g,d/dg,-. Then

(Di) is a principal system equivalent
to (Di), and 8(T?i| 0)=8(TJ)/;
al),
where a{ = • • • =a„' = —1, as is easily seen from (2.2.3). Put k = ( —1, • ■ ■ ,

—1)£25. Then al =dk

for all i. Hence 8 falls into the family considered in

Theorem 8.2. 8' is simple and of dimension (ra —l)(pn —1) if ra>2.
The algebra denoted by the notation %.„ in [l] is obtained as 2(Dit ai) by

setting Di = d/dgi, a, = 1 for i= 1, 2, • • • , ra. Set Di =g{ d/dgi as before. Then
(2.2.3) yields a/ =g, —l. Suppose that 8 = 8(T)/, al) is of type I. Then there
exists

a nonzero

o£2t

such that

(DI —a,)& = 0 for all i, from which

it follows

easily that d(bgi)/dgi = bgi for all i. Hence we have bgi = 0, 6 = 0, a contradiction. Thus Xn is of type II, and hence of dimension
(ra —l)pn. The authors
have been unable to decide whether or not 8£rjc. If 8£gc then 8 will fall
into the family considered in Theorem 8.4.
Consider now any simple algebra 8 of dimension p" —1 obtained by setting
m = 1 in our Theorem 8.1. Itisspanned
byelementsof
the form gu(£oT>o+£iT'i),
where gx, ■ ■ • , gn is a set of principal generators
belonging to the principal
system (TJ>0,Di) and where £o, £iE$ are such that £oT>ogu+£iT>igu= 0. Therefore we may take as a basis of 8 elements of the form eu = (Dxg")D0 — (D0gu)Dx,
u running over all elements s^O in 25. Set

Dig" = <Pi(u)g", i = 0,1;

(p(u, v) = <pi(u)<po(v)— <j>o(u)<bx(v).

Then it is easily seen that euo e,=<p(u, v)eu+T for all u and v. The function
<b(u, v) is a skew-symmetric
bilinear form with respect to u and v. Therefore
the algebra 8 becomes a special case of the algebras considered in Theorem 11
of [l] if <p(u, v) satisfies the condition:
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(9.0.1)

<p(u, v) =0 if and only if u and v are linearly dependent
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over GF(p).

However, an arbitrary principal system (Do, Di), which can be used to define
a simple algebra of dimension p" —I as in Theorem 8.1, does not always satisfy

the condition (9.0.1).
Similar remarks may be made about the connection between simple algebras of dimension pn —2 given in our Theorem 8.3 and those in Theorem 12

of [1].
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